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• Understanding human interaction:

• human-human

• human-computer

• verbal

• non-verbal

• face-to-face

• online
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Video Interaction

of reference and not, for example, their own body centered
co-ordinates which would involve a left-right reversal of the
hierarchy.

Figure 3: Shared Gesture Space

In addition to these primarily iconic gestures, participants
also used familiar non-verbal interactional cues. For exam-
ple, using their gaze (both with and without accompanying
speech) to address people, seek confirmation and seek clarifi-
cation and using interactive gestures such as short hand flicks
to reference another person while speaking (see e.g. Bavelas
and Gerwing (2007); Kendon (1970)).

Triangulated Uses of Gesture and Orientation

The discussion so far has highlighted the use of gesture and/or
orientation in a shared space and the parallels with previous
work on non-verbal interactions described in the introduction.
We turn now to patterns of non-verbal interaction that make
essential use of the spatial arrangement of participants. In
the context of this task these patterns most commonly oc-
curred where participants engaged a third party, typically the
other instructor, while addressing a second party, typically the
learner. We gloss these patterns of simultaneous engagement
as moments of triangulation to highlight the way that they
make direct use of the mutually-known spatial arrangement
of the three participants in space.

Restricting our attention to head and gesture orientation
there are three basic spatial possibilities: 1) the speaker ori-
ents to the third-party with a gesture while continuing to ori-
ent to the addressee with their head; 2) the speaker orients to
the addressee with a gesture and orients to the third party with
their head or 3) the speaker uses a combination of head and
gesture orientation to the third party.

An example of the first of these three possibilities is given
in Figure 4. Here Instructor 1 is in the middle of the scene
facing the camera. On the left of the image is Instructor 2,
and on the right of the image is the learner. Prior to this sit-
uation, Instructor 2 had described the class hierarchy to the
learner. Instructor 1 then takes over and explains how the
application works and makes use of the classes described by
Instructor 2 saying “l-lower hierarchy classes like the masters

and undergraduate”. At the start of this turn he is facing the
learner and not gesturing but as he reaches “masters” he cre-
ates a left handed palm up gesture towards Instructor 1 while
maintaining shared gaze with the learner.

Figure 4: Divergent Orientation of head angle and Gesture

A more complex example that illustrates the third possi-
bility is provided by the sequence illustrated in Figures 5,
6 and 7. Here, Instructor 1 (female, white cap) is explain-
ing some of sections of code (methods) which are part of the
Playlist class to the learner (male, black cap). As she does
this she gestures with both hands; the left hand is held out be-
tween her and the learner with her fingers extended, the right
hand is counting along the fingers (by pointing at them) as
she lists each method. She is also looking (gazing) towards
the learner. The learners hands are resting on his legs and he
is back channeling verbally and with head nods. The second
instructor (male, blue cap) is looking towards the learner but
not gesturing or speaking.

Figure 5: Listing Methods to the Learner

She continues her list with “add to track” but then initiates
a repair on this to change it to “add track”. In the middle of
this repair she poses the question “is it add track”. As she
says this her gesture & head configuration changes; her head
turns towards Instructor 2, and her right hand moves from
being a counter on the left hand to a point in the direction
of Instructor 2. Instructor 2 responds by changing his head
orientation towards Instructor 1. Note, however, Instructor 1
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Ben Marsh’s #uksnow map
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US Geological Survey
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Poll prediction
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Marketing

Dell 16,800

McDonalds 26,200

Ikea 4,800

UPS 45,600

Burberry 3,200

Tweets in 24 hours:
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Twitter Interaction
• Snow, earthquakes, votes: 

• volume of traffic (“buzz”)

• (maybe combined with keyword searches)

• What if we want more than this?

• Influence in discussions

• Questions & answers, alternatives

• Agreements, disagreements, consensus

• ... needs more than buzz or keywords
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Meeting Assistant
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Action Item Detection
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Interaction Structure

Text

• How do we detect decisions / action items?
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Interaction Structure

• How do we discuss tasks?
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Interaction Structure

• How do we discuss tasks?

• Describe task
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Interaction Structure

• How do we discuss tasks?

• Describe task

• Assign owner
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Interaction Structure

• How do we disuss tasks?

• Describe task

• Assign owner

• Define timeframe
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Interaction Structure

• How do we discuss tasks?

• Describe task

• Assign owner

• Define timeframe

• Agree
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Interaction Structure

• How do we discuss tasks?

• Describe task

• Assign owner

• Define timeframe

• Agree
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Interaction Structure

Text

• How do we detect decisions / action items?
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Detecting Structure
• Detect the components

• “dialogue acts”

• Words, phrases, intonation, 
gestures, gaze direction ...

• SVMs, decision trees, ...

• Detect the structure

• Patterns/sequences of 
individual components

• (Dynamic) Bayesian Nets
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Twitter Interaction
• Snow, earthquakes, votes: 

• volume of traffic (“buzz”)

• (maybe combined with keyword searches)

• What if we want more than this?

• Influence in discussions

• Questions & answers, alternatives

• Agreements, disagreements, consensus

• ... it’s all about the structure again
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What are we looking for?

• What are the overall structures?

• The jury’s still out ...

• What are the building blocks (“dialogue acts”)?

• Question, answer, accept?

• Publish information, like/dislike?

• Express opinions, emotions, agree/disagree?

• (aha! can “sentiment analysis” help?)
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What do they look like?
• Twitter interaction structure may be similar 

to face-to-face ...

• ... but Twitter language certainly isn’t ...

• ... and it changes very fast.

Nyt alexx tweetdreamsh RT @JDBAustralia: Goodnight 
everyone, i will tweet you all tomorrow <3 
#loveislouder

BIEBER ALERT! #imoldenough to say @justinbieber’s 
new hair is FUCKING GORGEOUS
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How can we detect them?

• Look for lists of keywords?

• (most “sentiment analyzers” do this)

• like, good, happy vs hate, bad, sad

• How do we define the list? 

• How do we keep it updated? 

• How do we transfer it to new languages?
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How can we detect them?

• What about these?

• @justinbieber is bad

• i love @justinbieber #sarcasm

• yeah right RT @susie i love @justinbieber

• Language is complicated!

• Need to learn these automatically

• Need to learn relationships between words
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• Supervised machine learning (support vector machines)

• Give it lots of labelled data 

• Learn to predict the labels

How can we detect them?

love

#
sa

rc
as

m
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Labels

• Problem: we need lots of labelled data

• Labelling is boring, expensive and hard:

Best day in ages!

Gets so   angry when tutors donʼt email 
back... Do you job idiots!

Leftover ToeJams with Kettle Salt and 
Vinegar chips.

• Need people to label the data themselves ...
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Labels

• Need people to label the data themselves ...

Best day in ages! #Happy :)

Gets so #angry when tutors donʼt email 
back... Do you job idiots! :@

Leftover ToeJams with Kettle Salt and 
Vinegar chips. #stress #sadness #comfort 

• Problem: we need lots of labelled data

• Labelling is boring, expensive and hard:
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Distant Supervision

• Find reliable conventions as noisy “labels”

:)   :(   :@   :-P   <3   (ˆ_ˆ)   (>_<)   ...

#happy  #sad  #fail  #ftw  ...

• Learn accurate models from lots of data

• (> 80% accuracy straight away)

• Easy to adapt, cross-language (ish)

• Uses authors’ own interpretation
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Distant Supervision

• Do they tell us what we want to know?

• Yes:  opinions, emotions, sentiment

• No:  the labels are noisy (ambiguous, vague)

:)  :-P

• Use co-training between independent labels

• Find common meaning (semi-)automatically 

:)              #happy  
64%

69%
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Wheel of Emotion
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iPhone app: Sentimental
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What’s next?

• Topic analysis:

• e.g. tweets about a mobile provider

• liked: deals, HTC Desire, ...

• disliked: signal, HTC Sensation, ...
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What’s next?

• Conversation Structure!

• understanding influence, (dis)agreement, 
consensus:
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Thank you

• Me:   www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~mpurver

• m.purver@qmul.ac.uk / @mpurver

• IMC:   www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/researchgp/imc

• @qmulimc

• Chatterbox:   www.cbanalytics.co.uk

• info@cbanalytics.co.uk / @cbanalytics
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